Extensive outcrop data or photographs of present day depositions or even simple drawings from expert geologists contain precious structural information about spatial continuity that is beyond the present tools of geostatistics essentially limited to two-point statistics (histograms and covariances). A neural net can be learned to collect multiple point statistics from various training images, these statistics are then used to generate stochastic models conditioned to actual data. In petroleum applications, the methodology developed can be a substitute for objects based-algorithms when facies geometry and reservoir continuity are too complex to be modelled by simple object such as channels. The performance of the neural net approach is illustrated using training images of increasing complexity, and attempts at explaining that performance is provided in each case. The neural net builds local probability distributions for the facies types (categorical case) or for petrophysical properties (continuous case). These local probabilities include multiple point statistics learned from training images and are sampled with a Metropolis-Hastings sampler which also ensures reproduction of statistics coming from the actual subsurface data such as locally varying facies proportions.
Introduction
Stochastic simulation is a tool that has been driven by the need for more "representative" i~~zage,s than the smoothed n?aps produced by regression techniques such as kriging. Although locally accurate in a minimum error~ariance sense, kriging maps are poor representations of reality with various artefacts, Kriging produces conditional bias in the sense that through smoothing small values arc overestimated and large values are underestimated. Moreover, this smoothing is not uniform since it is minimal near the data locations and increases as estimation is performed further from the data locations. Smoothed maps should not be used where spatial patterns of values is important such as in the assessment of travel times or production rates in flow simulations. Reproduction of [he spatial connectivity of extremes is critical in any study involving the determination of risk of a rare event happening.
Most current methods of simulation rely on the modeling of two-point statistics such as covariances and variograms and the subsequent reproduction of these second moments. Yet, many phenomena are more complex in the sense that their spatial patterns cannot be captured by two-point statistics only. In particular, identification of two-point statistics only is not sufficient to reproduce patterns of connectivity of extreme values over long ranges. Strings of extreme values, curvilinear or wedgeshaped clusters of similar values are common occurrences in earth sciences, and their importance in water or oil flow simulations cannot be overstated.
The most common way of performing stochastic simulation is through some form of Gaussian simulation (Deutsch and Journel, 1997, p. 139) . This class of simulation algorithms is based on the congenial properties of multi-Gaussian models, which import some severe restrictions not always fully appreciated:
The marginal distribution is normal which is rather thintailed. This is Lhe least restrictive aspect of the multiGaussian assumption since we can always "scale" the simulated Gaussian field by employing an appropriate long-tailed marginal t-tack-transformation (program trans in GSLIB, Deutsch and Journel, 1997, p. 132) .
The multivariate and thus all conditional distributions are normal which leads to extremes which in the asymptotic limit, i.e. as the random function is taken to higher threshold Ie\/els, become independent. The location of extremes of a stationary isotropic Gaussian field is equivalent to a spatial Poisson process.
Both the shape and the variance of conditional distributions are homoscedastic, i.e.. they are independent of the conditioning data values. SPE 49026
It is sometimes naively thought that a mere univariate backtransformation of a normal distribution into a non-normal one, renders the original Gaussian stochastic simulation a nonGaussian one, see most major publications on stochastic simulation, except for Goovaerts (1997, p. 266) . Actually, a univariate transformation merely scales the simulated field back to the target histogram but does not correct for the last two drawbacks cited above.
Improvement in connecting extremes could be obtained by using an indicator simulation method (Deutsch and Journel, 1997, p, 149) . In this case, specific transition probabilities of extremes can be imposed but the method is still restricted to two locations only and therefore to two-point statistics. Also, the modeling of multiple indicator covariances can be difficult due to lack of data, particularly at extreme thresholds.
The quest for "better" models or methods is motivated by the fact that in many circumstances additional structural information on the spatial distribution is actually available. This information need not be hard data, It can densely sampled training images of a deemed similar field, e.g. outcrop photographs, secondary data exhibiting similar spatial variation. Training images can be generated using physical dynamical models or they may be hand-drawn by an expert geologist. Every bit of information gives us more intelligence about the actual spatial distribution, particularly that of extreme values. Also, by drawing, producing or making training images, one explicitly states one's prior belief about what the spatial model looks like, without hiding it behind some mathematical formulation such as a multi-Gaussian distribution. Using training images the whole concept of stochastic imaging is turned around: one first selects a realistic image and subsequently tries to construct a model that captures the essence of that image. Thus, instead of imaging an analytical model, one models an image deemed representative.
A framework for direct incorporation of additional multipoint information has been introduced with the concept of multi-point statistics and extended normal equations (Journel and Alabert, 1989 , Guardiano and Srivastava, 1992 . Information is now pooled at more than two locations at the'same time, not being restricted to pairs of data such as in the variogram. The problem is one of inference of the multipoint (more than two) covariances involved and ensuring their consistency. Such inference requires extensive training images and important RAM to store the multiple point covariances obtained by scanning.
In literature one can find various other methods for incorporating multi-point statistics q Incorporating multi-point statistics using simulated annealing: the technique tolerates some amount of inconsistency (non-positive definite situation), however as the number of classes becomes high and the order of the multi-point statistics raises, CPU and RAM quickly become a problem.
q Iterative methods for conditional simulation (Srivastava, 1992; Wang, 1996) . CPU is less of a problem but RAM is, since all conditional distributions (which are multipoint statistics) scanned from the training image must be q stored. There is no explicit modeling of these multi-point statistics, so no data-expansion is made, Hence, the training image may have to be very large or there are many of them to allow for enough DEV'S to be recognized.
Markov Random Fields (Besag, 1974; Tielmeland, 1996) . In this case one explicitel~states a model for the multivariate distribution of the values at all spatial locations, typically a non-Gaussian model. The method is internally consistent and not too CPU intensive. Yet, the model contains hundreds of parameters which are difficult to interpret and hence difficult to fit using actual data or a training image. Therefore one typically restricts the model calibration to a few parameters, the other paranleters being set to arbitrary values.
Methodology outline
This paper aims at demonstrating that neural networks applied to stochastic simulation can overcome many of the previously mentioned problems. A neural network is in essence a multiparameter non-linear regression model that defines a general non-linear mapping from any space into any other space both of arbitrary dimension. In our case, the neural network is trained to determine conditional distributions from a training image, then it proceeds with simulation using these distributions. Conditional distributions relate the value at any location to neighboring data values within a template centred at that location, see Figure 1 . The neighbourhood template can be anisotropic (its anisotropy could be associated to variogram ranges) and there could bc different templates of different sizes if a multiple grid approach is used (Goodman and Sokal, 1989; Tran, 1994) . The limitation to a finite neighborhood is similar to the screening effect assumption; it is commonly used in kriging. Within such data neighbourhoods, the neural network is learned to determine values g at a any given location given all neighboring data values x, More precisely. the neural network is trained to model the local conditional probability density function (cpdõ (ylx)dy = Pr{y < Y < Y + dylx} or its integral, the conditional cumulative distribution function (ccdf). The neural network maps the multi-point input (the training image) into a one dimensional output, the previous conditional distribution. In the training phase, we input the conditioning data y and x. that is Ihe training image, and the net determines the model j(ylx).
In the generalization phase we input x and draw values of y from these cpdf's, see Figure 2 , The network serves as a non-linear connection between input and output.
In the training phase the network is learned by scanning a training image using a certain template, retrieving multi-point information in the form of conditional distributions. This approach is somewhat different from the classical training phase of a neural network, where the network output is compared with true or target output values, the learning then proceeds by backpropagating the mean square difference between network output and target output through adjusting the network parameters.
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The output in our case are probability distributions which are not available beforehand. We will show that an error function can still be defined to fine tune the training. In the generalization phase, one visits each node i of the N nodes of the simulation grid (except the edges) and draws a simulated value yi conditioned to the data xi found within the prescribed template. The term generalization refers to the fact that, in this phase, the neural network is applied to assess distributions conditioned to point information different from those found in the training data. Generalization thus entails data expansion.
The generalization phase consists of generating stochastic simulations (images). The problem is that, initially, we do not have all the neighboring values of y; typically only a few conditioning data are available. The idea is to initialize the whole field with random values (or according to some prior marginal distribution) and then update each of these values using the network generated cpdf's~(y [x), A random path is defined that visits each node or location, and one keeps cycling through the whole field until some convergence is obtained. We will define later criteria for such convergence. This procedure is tantamount to setting up a Markov Chain (Metropolis-Hastings sampler) sampling a stationary distribution. All original conditioning data values remain frozen. The general outline of our method is as follows: First, we will develop the general methodology for stochastic simulation using local conditional distributions, and a Metropolis-Hastings sampler. Next we elaborate on how the neural network models these conditional distributions,
Conditional simulation with Markov Chains
Sequential simulation Sequential conditional simulation methods rely on the conditional distribution of the value at each node to be simulated given the original conditioning data and previously simulated values. Points on a regular grid are visited along some random path and their values are drawn. In the case of Gaussian sequential simulation. the parameters of the normal conditional distributions are identified to the kriging means and variances. The dimension of the kriging system rapidly becomes unwieldy if all previously simulated \~alues are retained. An approximation is obtained by retaining only those conditioning values that are most "consequential".
In most cases only the "closest" data are retained, where closest is defined with respect to some variogram distance measure. Retaining the closest data amounts to assume that the RF features some Markov behaviour, i.e. the closest data screen the information provided by further away data.
In the case of Direct Sequential Simulation, only the means and variances of the conditional distributions (not necessarily Gaussian) are identified to the kriging results (Xu and Journel, 1994) .
Metropolis sampling Suppose now that, through some algorithm, we have obtained the probability distribution of the attribute value at any specific location to be simulated conditional to L neighboring data values; that distribution being generally non-Gaussian. We also assume a Markov property, i.e. the conditioning is restricted to the L neighbors.
We could then implement a sequential simulation method with such conditional distributions.
A powerful yet simple method for enforcing such conditional distributions is the Metropolis-sampler. Denote the set of AT pixel locations in the simulation grid by S = {1... N}. The simulated values over that grid is then the array y = {YI . . . Yjv}. Denote the neighbourhood data of a grid node i by a vector xi, i.e. the values closest to yi in some sense. Denote by~(y) the joint multivariate density of all N pixel values.
Conditional simulation with a Metropolis sampler calls for iterative visits of each grid node ( Figure 3 ). The initial grid is filled with random values. At each successive visit of a grid location i with present value Vi, a new \~aluey; is randomly drawn from the set of possible values and the original yi is replaced by y: with probability 'in{l%} where~(y;) is the joint distribution of the new pixel grid, where y* differs from y only by the value y? at the current grid location i. Using the conditional probability paradigm this can be rewritten as If only conditioning on local neighboring values is considered, the [ransition probability from y to y* reduces further to P(y + y*) = min {';:/::;}
The local conditional distributions~(g~Ixz) are required, they were determined by the neural net in the training phase. The original conditioning data always remain frozen at their locations. The Metropolis sampler thus amounts to a Markov chain with known transition probability ma(rix P(y + y") defined by the expression ( 1) . P is zero whenever y differs 1~]'more than one pixel from y*. The stationary distribution of the Markov chain is the joint distribution~(y).
Honouring global statistics with the Metropolis-Hastings sampler Many gcostatistical
simulation methods honour global statistics such as the histogram and a global variogram. The Metropolis-Hastings sampler, a more general form of the Metropolis sampler Iea\es the Ilcxibility to explicitly honour a global histogram, The general form of the Metropolis-Hastings probability is written as, see Hastings, 1970; Ripley, 1987 , p. I 15:
where we have now introduced a new but completely arbitrary transition probability t. t describes a transition of one pixel value into another pixel value Lhat is independent of the neighboring values in xi. Wc find hack the original Metropolis criterion ( 1) when t is symmetric, i.e. t(u~+ vi) = t(y, + y;).
To honour a specific histogram we will define an objective function thal measures the difference between the target histogrum and the hislogram at the current iteration in the Markov chain. If the global his(ogram is described by C quantiles q, then the objective function becomes
where q~are quantiles of the global histogram at the current simulation step, depending on the current set of pixels y. The objcctivc function is then used to detinc the ratio of transition probabilities as follows
where k~is a positive constant detincd such thti[ the previous ratio is of the same order of magnitude than~(~~lxi)/~(yilxi). The Metropolis-Hastings sampling criterion then becomes
Note that the objective function O(y) is easily updatable after each iteration, since only one grid node value changes, hence the honouring of a target histogram can bc obtained at virtually no extra cost. Experience has shown that the easiest histogram to honour is the uniform his~ogram. It is therefore advisable to make a uniform score transform of the training image.
Nlultiple grid approach Many images have large scale features that cannot bc represented with u template of limited size. Large scale trends may be present or some structures such as channels may run over the entire image. In such case we can define multiple grids, see Figure 4 : simulation starts on the coarser grid allowing to capture the large scale structure, then proceeds onto the finer grids to depict the smaller scale details. The values simulated on the coarse grid are frozen as conditioning data in the subsequent finer grids. In our approach, we need a set of cpdf's for each nested grid, which means that we have to train different neural nets fur different grids, with scanned data using templates of different sizes, see Figure 4 . It is advisable to use multiple grids when the number of simulation nodes exceeds vastly the original sample siTe (number of conditioning data).
A network architecture for building local conditional distributions
A one layer network The neural network is used to model all local conditional distributions needed in the generalization phase of the conditional simulation method. Markov chain algorithms ask for the conditional distribution f(~~lx~) at the visited grid location i given any current realization x, of the ncighbuuring data. The neural network utilizes a general nonGaussian cpdf model. which is "fitted" or "truined" on the training set. There is no close form mathematical representation for the corresponding multivariate distribution model, the net delivers the table of all required conditional distributions, once their parameters are established. Before describing the parameter fitting algorithm, we must define the network architecture. We first consider a network with one hidden Iaycr (Bishop, 1995).
Consider again gridded values which take continuous outcomes, the~'s in Figure 2 . We assume a Markov screening to hold in the 2-or 3-dimensional space. Targer~'al~~e is typical neural network language for the value yi for which the conditional distribution f (~ilx{ ) has to bc derived.
A neural network consists of neural nodes which contain mathematical operations and branches which direct the results of these operations to other ncurul nodes 1. Most common operations consist of summation, identity functions (input= output) and non-linear tranforms using some sigmoidal functions. The neural nodes are arranged in layers which are connected. The simplest neural network is a network that connects the input to a middle layer and then to [he output layer. The middle layer is called the /?i(lcle/I/flyer. A single hidden layer feed forward neural network consis[s [hcrefore 01'three layers. If the hidden layer has 1{ internal nodes the ccdf is modeled by mapping the 'to avoid confusion with nodes of the sinarlation grid wc will use the ter[ns //c,~/r(//)Ioc/(,rand xrid 11(1(/e.s to differcntitite whctc~er ncceis;~uy input glx into the output, see Figure 5 :
where ok are K output weights and~k,l are K X L input weights linking the hidden layer, Uk are weights between the input target value y and the hidden layer. K is the number of neural nodes in the hidden layer and L is the number of data values Zl in the templa[e x. T is a non-linear transfer function, typically a sigmoid with some known mathematical expression.
In our case, there is a further restriction on the function T in that it should be a licit calf. Since a linear combination of calf's also is a calf, if ok > 0,~~=1 ok = 1, the resulting network output (3) is a legitimate calf. For convenience, without changing its architecture, we can rewrite the network as K ( (Y-:wk'x')) '4) (~lX) =~ok T t~k k= 1 with~k,j = "Vk'Wk, j . The network architecture is drawn in Figure 5 .
From expression (4), it is clear that the ccdf appears as a linear combination of '"kernel" cdf's. One can calculate the mean of this ccdf, i.e. the conditional mean as 
result from variance analysis. Thus the one hidden layer network architecture results in a ccdf which is a mixture of K cdf kernels of the same type (i.e. a cdf T with zero mean and unit variance) but centred at different values mk (x). For this one layer network the parameter vector is: 6 = {ok,uk,w~,l, k = 1,...11,1 = I,.. ., L}, Thecondional variance (6) is heteroscedastic in that it is dependent of the data values x. The conditional mean (5) is a linear function of the data x in that each of the K kernel means~,(x) is linear in x. This linear relation of m(x) with x may be too restrictive to model a general image, hence a second hidden layer should be added to obtain a more general non-linear approximator to the conditional distribution function. Correspondingly, the computational effort will increase considerably and, as will be shown, the learning process becomes more difficult.
A two layer network The fact that the conditional mean in Eq. (5) is linearly dependent on the conditioning data values is a restriction to the flexible approximation capabilities of the neural network, To remove this restriction, we will add a second hidden layer of neural nodes (Bishop, 1995) . A first hidden layer containing K1 nodes is inserted between the input and the original hidden layer with K2, see Figure 6 . A preliminary nonlinear transform S of the data x is applied prior to applying the T transform. In neural net jargon, the S transform constitutes the first layer and the calf-type transform is then called the second hidden layer, see Figure 6 . Thus, the first hidden layer containing K1 neural nodes is inserted between the input and the original hidden layer (now called second layer) with K2 neural nodes. This results in the following conditional distribution: kz=l k,=l 1=1
(7) where~kl,1 are weights associated to the first layer and S is any non-decreasing func(ion. Based on the same notation for the one layer neural network, we can simplify Eq. (7).
F(y[x) =~Ok, T (Vk, (Y -~k, (x)))
k*=l where we replace the linear regression mk (x) of expression (5) by a combination of KI non-linear functions of type S
The following comments can be made about this two layer networkFor F(y[x) to be a permissible ccdf it suffices that ti=l ok, = 1 ok, >0 and T is a permissible cdf S is valued within the probability range of the cdf T, which in this case is the whole real line [-w, +w].
The two layer network appears as a mixture of K2 kernel calf's of type T, each with zero mean and unit variance, and centred on 
'kz )
It appears that the sole function of the added first layer of K1 nodes, is to make the regression E[171x] non-linear.
Understanding the network parameters It is essential for the implementation of a fast learning neural net to have a better insight into the approximation capabilities of the network and the meaning of each network parameter, We proceed as follows. From the cumulative conditional distribution in expression 7, the conditional density is calculated as the derivative 
(lo) k2=l
The function h is a bell-shaped pdf if T is a sigmoidal calf. For example, if T is Gaussian calf, h is a Gaussian pdf.
The parameter Vkz is a shape parameter controlling the width of the bell. Expression ( 10J can be interpreted as a decomposition of the output density into various "kernel densities" or "nodal densities" h. The neural network outputting the conditional density is drawn in Figure 7 .
The function h is seen as the conditional density of the target y given the conditioning data x arzd node k2 in the neural network h(y -m~2(X,W,U), Vk2) = h(ylx,kz)
Since the set {Ok, } is a valid probability mass, the nodal densities h(~[x, k~) are compounded with the weights o~, into the final cpdf:
.
4!2=1
k2 are all the network parameters that define the node kz, it thus includes all the parameters of @except the mixing parameters ok2. In statistical jargon, expression (12) is termed a Gaussian mixture. The parameters okz thus appear as prior probabilities or relative contributions of each of the K2 nodes of the second hidden layer. The parameters Vk, are scale parameters controlling the width of the radial basis functions h and the parameters w, u define the non-linear connection between the means of these radial basis functions and the input data x.
Determining the parameters of the neural net
To determine the values of the various parameters Q = {oA,, v,., W, u, kz = 1,....K2} the network must be learned from training data. The training data can be obtained by scanning a training image for all available combinations {y, x}. Edge effects are ignored. The classical method of training neural nets, where some mean square deviation of present versus desired output is iteratively mininimized, cannot be used since the output here is a conditional probability which is not known. However, we can use the principle of maximum likelihood to obtain the optimal parameters Q. In the maximum likelihood paradigm, one uses the joint density of all grid node values of the training image given the network parameters as the conditional likelihood for the training image given the model. This joint density depends on the network parameters and can be maximized, yielding a maximum likelihood estimate for Q, Application of the likelihood principle can intuitively be justified as follows and is symbolically depicted in Figure 8 . We assume that our training image is one sample of an ensemble of images that is generated by a theoretical model defined by the set of parameters Q. This assumption need not be true, yet it is the basis of many methods of statistical inference. Such a model can be a Metropolis-Hastings sampler using a neural network to model the conditional distribution. The question now arises about where the training image should fit into the distribution of images defined by the model, see Figure 8 . It is argued that the training image should be situated somewhere in the middle of that distribution since among all images it is the most likely to occur, hence the maximum likelihood principle. Note that in the likelihood principle we do not use the actual conditioning data, we do use though the training image.
Suppose, we have a training image consisting of the set of pixel values y(") = {y\o), i = 1,. ... ,V}. Maximizing the likelihood of drawing the specific training image Y(o) requires knowledge of the joint density f(y[~) for any set y of all IV pixel values given any choice for the parameters d. Although this joint density can in theory be calculated from knowledge of the local cpdf's~(yzlxi, Q), that calculation is not practical (see Caers, 1998 ). Thus we need to compromise and replace the joint density by, for example, the product of all Ar known local cpdf's~(yllxi, Q). More precisely, the set of parameters @ retained is that which maximizes the pseudo-likelihood defined as (see Besag, 1975; Gidas, 1993) ,\r t(~, D) =~f(yj")l~, X\o)) (13) ,=1
Expression (13) is called the '"likeliness" of the training image D constituted by the N observed pixel values {y~o), i = 1,.. .,,\'}. It can be shown that in many cases, maximizing the likeliness yields a consistent estimate of the network parameters, Actually, instead of maximizing the likeliness, we will minimize minus the log-likeliness, defined as the error function:
Er(Q, D) = -log(~(~, D)]
= -~log(f(u:"'ld, Xj"))),
i=l where Er stands for error function. Many methods could be considered to minimize this errorfunction, such as steepest descent or conjugated gradient methods, However, these usually take a lot of iterations, rendering the training procedure slow and tedious. Also there is a risk to end up in a local minimum, In Caers and Journel (1998) , an iterative minimization of error function (14) is presented based on the EM-algorithm (Expectation-Maximization).
It is important to note that the numbers K1 and K2 are fixed a priori, they are not determined through our optimization procedure,
Obtaining the essential features of an image
The neural network architecture is defined by the numbers (Kl, K2) of internal nodes, the input, output and how all these are linked. Training on an image is performed through maximization of the error function (14) through iterative EM-steps, One cannot however simply fit the data extracted from an image using the EM-algorithm, since the fitting error will gradually decrease and the neural network may end up fitting the training data exactly beyond their essential and exportable spatial features. Indeed, by using enough nodes (Kl, K2 large) one could fit exactly all training patterns. A way to overcome this problem is to stop the training early, also denoted in neural language as early stopping. However, when to stop is not clear.
Consider a second image, or if not available, we divide up our training image such that an independent set can be obtained. The idea is to evaluate the same likelihood error function on the second cross-validation set using the parameters fitted on the first training set. Wc define then a second error function which is calculated at each step of the EM-algorithm Er,v (@tr, D'") = -log(~.,, (Qtr, Dcv)) N where y~v is the cross-validation data. Note that the crossvalidation error is calculated exclusively with the crossvalidation data DCUbut using the training parameter values Qt.. The cross-validation data set is }zot used to determine the parameters Qt. in the minimization, yet the cross-validation error ( 15) it is updated at each step of the EM-algorithm. The cross validation error in (15) will tend to have a minimum as the EMalgorithm proceeds, see Figure 9 . This can be understood by viewing the training with maximum likelihood as a result of two opposing tendencies. On one hand, the goodness of fit of the training patterns by the neural net will increase as the likelihood is maximized, on the other hand the amount of learning will decrease. The cross-validation error will tend to decrease at first as the network learns the essential features of the first training image but will increase as the network starts overfitting the first training data modeling features which are not shared by the second cross-validation image. We will show examples of training and cross-~alidation eror functions in the examples.
Example training images
A range of example training images (constructed images and real outcrop) is shown in order to assess the performance of the stochastic simulation method proposed.
Sand dunes.
A first image (see Figure 10 ) selected is a digitized section of aeolian sandstone images with black and white pixels. The black pixels correspond to the fine sediments with good horizontal connectivity. The white pixels correspond to coarser higher permeability sediments. The most important feature of this image is the curvilinear shape of the fine sediments which would act as vertical flow barriers. Such curved shapes are difficult to reproduce using traditional two-point simulation algorithms. The image is scanned with the template shown in Figure I (left). Due to the small size of the image, early stopping (after 60 iterations of the EM-algorithm) was preferred to cross-validation. The neural network trained contains 20 nodes in the first and 10 nodes in the second hidden layer. Figure 10 shows three conditional simulations: the connectivity of black pixels with their curvilinear feature is reasonably reproduced, Walker Lake data set. The Walker lake data set is a set of 78000 (260 x 300) topographic measurements (altitudes in feet) of a mountain range near Walker Lake, Figure I I gives the exhaustive data set which features the mountain ridges and flat salt lakes in the valleys. A normal score transform of the data was taken. To obtain a training and a cross-validation set we split the image in two halfs (bottom and top). The aim of this study is to produce unconditional simulations on small 130x 150 grid and conditional simulations on a larger 260 x 300 grid. To be able to reproduce the long range structure along the NS-direction we used the multiple grid approach. For conditional simulation, three successive grids were retained of size 65 x 75, 130 x 150 and 260 x 300. For each grid a neural network was trained with 20 nodes in the first and 10 nodes in the second hidden layer. For each of these grids we used the same template, see Figure I (left). 390 regularly gridded sample locations (0.5 % of the total amount of pixels) were selected on the reference Walker Lake data set to provide local conditioning data. Figure  I I shows two resulting conditional simulations. The large scale feature of mountain versus lake area is reproduced, whereas smaller details within the mountain are not. Two unconditional simulations on a 130 x 150 grid are also shown in Figure 11 . The unconditional simulations reproduce the transition between mountain and lake area characteristic of the exhaustive data set.
Channels. Fluvial reservoirs are characterized by sinuous sand-filled channels within a background of mudstone. A realistic modeling of the curvilinear aspect of such chunnels is critical for reliable connectivity assessment and for flow simulation, The modeling of such channels usually occurs within Jcf Caers and Andr6 G. Journel SPE 49026 well-defined stratigraphic horizons. An object-based method (fluvsim, Deutsch and Wang, 1996) was used to generate a training and cross-validation image, see Figure 12 . The corresponding pctrophysical properties were generated as a random texture within both the mudstone and the chunnel. The training and cross-validation images clearly exhibit Iong-range structure due to the channeling. To reproduce such long-range structures, we must simulate on multiple grids. Three grids were selected of sizes 25 x 25, 50 x 50 and 100 x 100. For each of these grids wc used the same template, sce Figure 1 (left). For each grid, a neural network is learned from the scanned data using the corresponding template. In each case we opted for a net with 30 nodes in the first and 15 nodes in the second hidden layer. Figure 12 shows two unconditional simulations and two conditional simulations, each with it different amount of conditioning data, in order to assess the influence of conditioning data on the location of the channels. When using conditioning data, the meandering and thickness of the chonnels is belter reproduced. The conditioning data locations were taken randomly from the training image.
Conclusions
In this paper wc propose a stochastic simulation method based on sequential modeling of local conditional distributions (cpdf) using neural networks. The conditional distribution of a set of unknown variables given a set of known variables is at the root of many statistical prediction algorithms and the methology developed here carries over [o other estimation problems, not necessarily spatial ones. The kcy aspect of the methodology proposed consists of integrating into the cpdf's, right from the start, essential textures read from training images. This approach is markedly different from most geostatistical method where the texture is embedded into the random function model (such as Multi-Gaussiun or multiple indicator models) \vhich borrows from reality only 2-point statistics, It is also different from the simulated annealing approach where on objective function is defined to impose reproduction of various multi-point statistics scanned from the training image. Simulated annealing dots not provided a method to decide which multi-point statistics are essential and thus should bc retained in the objcctivc function. The usc of a cross-validation data set allowed the neural network approach to avoid overfittirtg the multi-point patterns scanned from the training image. In case of simulated annealing, if too many multi-point statistics borrowed from the training image are imposed, the training image would bc reproduced exactly, which is never the ultimate goal. The neural network approach allows for data expansion, a concept that is of critical importance in any imaging tcchniquc within the earth sciences. The proposed method does not involve any of the classical steps of a gcostatistical study such as kriging, modeling of variograms or making univariatc transforms, nor does it involve any kind of consistency condition and correction. 
